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Abstract  

Now a day due to increasing in some many problems based on medical, so the 

patient expects so many advance facilities in hospital. The patient should feel 

totally comfortable in hospital. So concentrating on patient’s asset and safety 

we has designed this system. The main aim of this system is the movement of 

bed according to patient requirement. To give the command system has used 

UART Bluetooth module to connect speech recognition system and 

microcontroller. The speech recognition system is installed in mobile. The 

system makes use of the speech recognition system, a DC motor, a 

microcontroller (PIC 18F4550), a GSM modem, temperature sensor, the heart 

beat sensor, IR sensor.  

Keywords: IR sensor, temperature sensor, heartbeat senor, GSM modem, 

Hospital automation.   

 

INTRODUCTION 

The main aim of designing the system is to feel patient relief from each Hassel and also 

to make sure of each safety. The system is very helpful for paralysis and physically 

damaged person in hospital to control their bed height by themselves. The 

microcontroller is capable of communicating with all input and output modules. The 

voice recognition system which is the input module to the microcontroller takes the 

voice instruction gives by the user as input and the controller judges whether the 
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instruction is to lift upward or to the downward and according to the users voice 

command, the appropriate action will be performed. To control the bed height two dc 

motors are used. One motor for head side and another for leg side. Also the heart beat 

and temperature of the patient is continuously monitored on LCD. This system also has 

a buzzer alarm system which is horned with heart beat falls or rise above normal, if 

patient crosses the normal temperature and if it feels panicked. 

 

EXISTING SYSTEM AND THE DISADVANTAGES 

This system gives us a brief idea about model for gesture identification using MEMS 

accelerometer .The design is capable of identifying gestures from MEMS 3-axes 

accelerometer and it is solely intended for hospital applications .The acceleration of 

hand in all directions were detected by 3-axes MEMS accelerometer. According to the 

acceleration values respective motors were enabled using Microcontroller, to perform 

operations like bed positioning & windows open and close using RF transmitter & 

receiver. [1] 

In this system we bring to a automatic movements of a robotic-assisted hospital bed, it 

has a pillar of posture classification and recognition using mattress pressure sensors. 

The proposed design allows to program an ordered series of movements of the robotic 

bed that are executed automatically through electric actuators in response to the 

pressure distribution of a patient on the bed. The practical results show that 

programmed movements are vital in preventing bed-sores in patients who lay in bed for 

long periods of time. [2] 

The intention of this system is to present the different aspects of modern high 

complexity electric beds of the period 1940 until 2000 exclusively. The order of the 

product has been strictly divided into three big parts; basically electric and semi-electric 

beds, mechatronic beds and, mechatronic intelligent beds. The next generation types 

are not considered in this work due to the extension for its elaboration. The justification 

for dividing the product is presented under the definitions of medical, assistive and 

mobility devices. Proper aspects of common immobility problems of the different types 

of patients for which the beds are mainly addressed are shown in detail. The basic 

operation of the patient’s movement generator and the realization of actuators, together 

with programs, specific accessories and connectivity means and network-

communication shown in this system, were those that gave origin to current 

mechatronic beds. We bring to you the historical evolution of high complexity electric 

beds by illustrating cases referred from a timid time line, based on patents, inventions 

and publications in newspapers and magazines of the world. The criteria considered to 

elaborate the innovation were: characteristics of controls; accessories (mattresses, 

lighting, side rails, etc.), aesthetic and morphologic properties and outstanding 

functionalities. [3] 

Now, let’s move towards the drawbacks of the referred papers. All the referred papers 

basically concentrate on the movement of the bed as per the movement of the patient. 

This implies that the patient can easily move in every direction and condition. But here 
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we will assume that the patient is in a worse condition and is unable to move, in this 

case the bed won’t move and the purpose of the system will not be met. Also the systems 

identify the externals issues and not the internal issues of the system. The system 

proposed by us concentrates on the internal issues by monitoring the temperature as 

well as the heart beats of patient and then intimates the doctor about it; and also if there 

is any external issue for the patient then it can be intimated to the doctor via a panic 

switch.  

 

PURPOSE SYSTEM 

Block Diagram     

                       

Fig. 1 

The block diagram consist of main bed control through voice and three monitoring 

parts. They are heartbeat, temperature and panic.  

The main part of the system is to control bed which totally works on command. The 

command given to the gives is through programming. Total 4 commands has being used 

they are either up or down head side as well as leg side. Only one command will work 

at a time.  

The use of android phone in the system to record the voice i.e. to give the commands. 

The Bluetooth of android system is connected to UART Bluetooth what even the 

command has being recorded it will send to Bluetooth and then Bluetooth will transmit 

it to microcontroller. As Bluetooth transmitter pin has been used and microcontroller 

receiver pin has been used. The microcontroller will function according to command it 

will check in coding and then it will proceed the function. Whatever commands has 

been given by the person will go to the driver IC and then the movement of bed is takes 

place.   
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The first monitoring part is heartbeat. To measure the heartbeat IR sensor is used in 

which the transmitter and receiver LED has been used as per the flow of blood and it 

will give some analog output to signal conditioning. In signal conditioning circuit two 

small IC are inbuilt i.e. comparator and amplifier. Again two potentiometer has been 

used to vary the reference voltage according to person. The output of signal 

conditioning is in form of voltage which is given to microcontroller and through the 

microcontroller it will give to LCD through RD port. Whatever heartbeat has been 

calculated is compare by the program if it is normal then no problem but if it crosses 

any certain value i.e. in this system 105 one alert message will go to the doctor through 

GSM modem.  

To measure the temperature of patient body system uses LM35 which will sense the 

temperature of the patient body. The temperature which is sensed by LM35 is in analog 

form. The microcontroller will convert it into digital form as it has inbuilt ADC. The 

measured temperature is in 0C but the displayed temperature is in 0F by using formula;  

0F= 1.8*0C+3Z 

The calculated output will give to LCD to display the current temperature of patient. 

Similarly to heartbeat we have set some temperature i.e. 1000F if patient crosses this 

temperature one alert system will be given to the doctor and buzzer will horn. 

This is a panic switch which is available nearby patients’ bed. If the patient feel any 

type of panic he/she will push the button. The command will give to the microcontroller. 

The microcontroller will give two output. First is the alert message and second to horn 

the buzzer.   

 

CONCLUSION 

Thus we are concluding the system, of voice activated hospital bed using the some 

commands by the patient with Google speech recognition. The main aim of preparing 

the system is to overcome the man power. In previous system the movement of bed was 

controlled manually but this system works automatically by using voice i.e. command, 

given by patient requirement. Also the monitoring system has been installed in the 

system such as heartbeat, temperature and alerting switch which has been continuously 

displayed on LCD. Also if the patient crosses any normal temperature or heartbeat one 

alerts SMS will send to the Doctor or relative person whose number has been saved in 

the system and also the buzzer will horn. 
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